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Key Selling Points
Granny squares are great on-the-go, ideal for using up scraps of yarn and for experimenting with colour combinations
Includes all the information that crocheters love: written patterns and corresponding charts, a skill level guide, ideas for mixing and matching
the featured block, and a large, almost-actual size crocheted sample so readers can compare their progress with the picture
The "Stitches and Techniques" section helps you to brush up your skills, including how to join appliqué pieces together and sew animal
features using simple embroidery stitches to bring your animals to life
Granny squares are trending now, and these 40 gorgeous projects will send you running for your crochet hook!

Description
In this book you'll find animal block pattern designs combining different crochet stitches and techniques to create cute animal 
blocks for blankets, decorations, homeware and more.

Organized into two parts, the book begins with animal granny square designs, including patterns to crochet a ladybird, pig, seahorse, elephant
and many other animal granny squares. You can then use these granny squares to create four beautiful projects, from a cat cushion to a penguin
pocket scarf. The following techniques section contains all you need to know to crochet animal blocks. Each design and technique is clearly
demonstrated with photography and illustrations. 

About the Author
Leonie Morgan is a freelance crochet designer who runs her own craft business, WoolnHook. A self-taught crocheter with a love of colour and
design, she is the author of Block by Block Crochet, Beautiful Blankets, Afghans and Throws, 100 Bright & Colourful Granny Squares to Mix and 
Match, 100 Colourful Ripples to Crochet and 75 Colourful Hexagons to Crochet. Leonie lives in Wales, UK, where she spends her time walking in
the mountains and playing with wool. She blogs at www.leoniemorgan.com
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ANIMALS A collection of 40 fun animal grannies. The patterns begin with simple designs suitable for beginners, progressing onto
intermediate difficulty, and finally onto advanced designs. A small selection of the blocks will include colour variations, such as cats in
different colours.
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